
When women honour their own journey
through menopause, a potent power emerges
making them unstoppable

A much needed culturally diverse perspective of

feminine transformation

It is time to change the negative narrative

of menopause and see this second phase

of our womanhood as the true blesssing

that it is

MANCHESTER, UNITED KINGDOM, May

4, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

International bestselling author Dawn

Bates teams up with Clarissa

Kristjansson, a world leading voice on

menopause to bring you an anthology

like no other: The Potent Power of

Menopause: A Culturally Diverse

Perspective on Feminine

Transformation

Less than a year after her last book release, Bates is launching yet another ground breaking

book on May 11th as an ebook and paperback, with the audio book set to hit the stores in the

summer. The Potent Power of Menopause is already causing quite a stir on social media around

the world, and with Bates and Kristsjansson at the helm, this should come as no surprise.

Kristjansson says that this

book "reframes our

experience of this life

transition and offers

powerful insights into

menopause as a gateway

into a new and meaningful

phase of women’s lives."”

Clarissa Kristjansson

Manchester – Clarissa Kristjansson, the world’s leading

voice of the Thriving Thru’ Menopause podcast, launches

the book to a captive audience at APDO Conference 2022:

Time For Change

The Potent Power of Menopause is an honest, frank and

insightful anthology by 10 women and 1 man from 6

countries, more than 11 cultures and various belief

systems form around the world – and has the addition of

humour which the world has come to enjoy and expect

from the books published by Dawn Publishing on the

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://dawnbates.com/menopause
http://dawnbates.com/menopause
http://thrivethrumenopause.com


subjects that matter.

Within the pages of this book, readers will find real-life stories laced with expert advice and

information, something which is missing from the current discussions on menopause. 

Detailing what Bates and Kristjansson – and their fellow authors - believe to be the most

transformational time in a woman's life, The Potent Power of Menopause is opening up the

floodgates to widen the debate on a subject which is so misunderstood and has been distorted

with myths and wrapped in silence, whilst also dismissed, ridiculed and its name whispered in

fear of the shame associated with infertility and ageing.

That is until now.

"There are so many books on the market which just didn’t appeal to me – not just because many

of them are dry and sterile for my liking, but because they are either far too feminist or just

pushing more of the same old rhetoric," says Bates. "I wanted straight forward honest

information, a holistic view and I wanted to have a laugh whilst understanding this

transformational time in my life – not be bored out of my mind." 

Kristjansson says that this book "reframes our experience of this life transition and offers

powerful insights into menopause as a gateway into a new and meaningful phase of women’s

lives."

Order your copy of The Potent Power of Menopause: A Culturally Diverse Perspective on

Feminine Transformation at https://dawnbates.com/menopause

About Dawn Publishing: A UK based boutique publishing house which specialises in high-level

thought leadership working with progressive leaders on expanding their brand, developing their

business and vision, and delivering high-quality publishing services to books that make a positive

and powerful difference in the world. Titles published incorporate solo authors as well as a

carefully chosen groups of individuals for a wide variety of anthologies in the realms of human

rights, social change and cultural diversity.

As well as being an international bestselling author, writer, authority coach, educator and

publisher, founder of Dawn Publishing Dawn Bates, specialises in developing brand expansion

strategies and global visions, underpinned with powerful leadership and profound truths.

All the titles published under the Dawn Publishing brand specialises in raising awareness and

consciousness of social justice issues, bring together the multi-faceted aspects of the world we

live in and take you on a rollercoaster rides of emotions while delivering mic dropping

inspiration, motivation, and awakening. The books capture life around the world in all its

rawness.

http://clarissakristjansson.com
https://dawnbates.com/menopause


Discover more about the services provided by Dawn Bates visit: www.dawnbates.com and to

read the books from Dawn Publishing visit: www.dawnbates.com/readers

Dawn Publishing, the social justice publisher of choice, raising consciousness and awareness in a

world of purpose led businesses.
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